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HUBLOT
Big Bang Unico Berluti Cold Brown

Now we know that exceptional collaborations yield exceptional results. And
that is exactly what is happening here. Men’s fashion house Berluti and
HUBLOT have worked on the iconic Big Bang Unico chronograph for a new
timepiece that exudes power, elegance and timelessness. 

Berluti is known for its Venezia leather and its patina. HUBLOT of course, is
the master watchmaker that also weaves magic with material fusion. So there
is a lot we can expect to see in the new watch. Notice the new Cold Brown
patina on this piece. It was inspired by an archive patina and renewed through
a glaçage process to obtain a rich, cutting edge colour. This patina is the 
result of a long and complex handwork. More importantly, each piece is
unique thanks to the colour variations created by this craftsmanship.

Even as the wearer revels in the gears of the Unico movement through the
sapphire crystal glass, he can relish the delicate construction that encases the
leather between two pieces of sapphire glass. The Cold Brown patina also
features on the watch’s bezel, thanks to its innovative 2-part construction.

This wonderful piece is presented in a special chest signed by the two
houses, presenting the emblematic Berluti shoehorn key ring and travel case.
The model will only be available in a limited edition of 100 pieces.  



2020 has been a year that will be etched in the history of 
the world forever, and not for the best reasons. As we find 
ourselves in the last month of this year, we may look back
with gratefulness, and also with a tinge of regret. 2020 was 
a year that brought with it much disruption all over the world.
The pandemic cancelled out many of the activities that we
considered normal. However, the human spirit is resilient.
Post-Diwali, with the unlocking in a phased manner, 
businesses have seen some kind of recovery. There is slow
but sure growth. People have been jostled out of their 
normal lives, but many of us take back lessons that are 
here to stay. 

Locally, retailers have seen increase in footfall and purchases as we slowly get back 
to normal. For example, the Indian watchmaking giant Titan has shown a steady 
growth upwards and it’s just question of time when things should be normal again once
vaccine is out.

It is heartening to see the new collections that watchmakers have for us, to add a bit of
colour and enthusiasm, as we bid the year farewell. It reminds me of the resilience of our
beloved industry. Through centuries the watch industry has been threatened with so many
changes and so many disruptions. But, the innovative spirit that is a part of us has always
bounced back. The history of the industry is the story of how we have evolved despite all
the roadblocks. 

As we bid the year adieu with this issue, we look forward to seeing you next year, with a
bright and cheery spirit. 2020 may have been cancelled for most of us, but we pray that
2021 holds hope and promise. Stay safe, and wish you a very Happy New Year! 

Sunil Karer, Editor
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JAEGER-LECOULTRE
WATCH TREND

Master Ultra Thin Tourbillon Moon

Masterpieces happen when technical virtuosity meets enduring
beauty. This watch has some cherished complications- a moon
phase and a tourbillon, with the addition of Jaeger-LeCoultre’s
signature peripheral ‘jumping’ date. The new Calibre 983 is the
beating heart of this watch. A recent addition is the triple moon
phase indicator – displaying the age of the moon as well as its
phases in both Hemispheres. Another novelty is the use of a
case made of Le Grand Rose gold, a new pink gold alloy. The
dance of the tourbillion and the open worked glimpses into the
technical finesse of the piece just add on to this celestial charm! 
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FREDERIQUE CONSTANT
Highlife Perpetual Calendar Manufacture

Swiss Made watchmaking excellence is what we would associate Frederique Constant with. When one talks about
the “highlife” one alludes to a kind of elite sophistication and elegance that comes with a discerning view of luxury. 

The Perpetual Calendar is a complication that requires technical mastery. This piece is powered by the Manufacture
FC-775 calibre, a self-winding mechanical movement. Its perlage and Côtes de Genève can be seen through the
sapphire crystal caseback. Indeed, it is not surprising to guage why Frederique Constant belongs to that exclusive
club of watchmakers capable of designing, producing, assembling and testing their own timepieces!

The Highlife Perpetual Calendar Manufacture has three counters, arranged on the dial: day at 9 o’clock, month and
leap year at 12 o’clock, date at 3 o’clock. Of course, a moon phase must be present to complete the set. At 
6 o’clock one can see this poetic complication. Legibility is the key to the ease of use of any watch, and here, the
hand-polished hands and index hour markers are tinged with luminescent material, all for optimum legibility. 

And while at the core this is a technically fine and superior piece, the aesthetics also set it apart. One variation 
combines steel and rose gold plating on the bezel, bracelet and crown. The dual-tone case sits well with a textured
black rubber strap featuring a rose gold-plated buckle. Another version carries the elegance of the colour blue. 
It has silver hands the same colour as the index hour markers. The original steel bracelet is complemented by a
second blue rubber strap with a steel pin buckle. And yet another version plays on the classic black and white 
contrast. The watch has a black leather strap, complemented by a second black rubber strap. It features a white
dial with silvered index hour markers and hands, filled with luminescent material. So, if you’re looking for an 
example of fine swiss watchmaking, your search ends here! 



LOGICAL ONE  
White gold edition

Elegant, high-precision, ne Swiss watchmaking

Featuring a supremely hand-decorated in-house movement

 

with revolutionary chain-and-fusee style constant-force

 

mechanism and push-button winding. 

   

www.romaingauthier.com
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WATCHES AND 
WONDERS
The Digital Salon

The pandemic has pushed the realm of exhibitions to the digital space. 
As we face uncertain times with the pandemic having caused a lot of 
disruption, the digital world ensures that things go on, and that the 
clock stays ticking! Watches and Wonders Geneva 2021 will be a 100%
Digital salon. 

The physical Salon would have been held at Palexpo from April 7 to 13,
2021. However, in keeping with the uncertainty of the times amid the 
current health crisis, the Watches and Wonders Geneva Exhibitor 
Committee proposed a digital salon on the same dates. In April 2020 this
year, the platform, www.watchesandwonders.com was successfully 
introduced. At the time, the world has just begun to grapple with the 
uncertainty, which sadly continues till date.

However, the experience of the digital platform paved the way to 
continuity of the horological business. With enhanced user experience,
one can indeed bring the best of the watchmaking world to the 
stakeholders. 

The digital salon promises to be a highly interactive experience. It will 
facilitate the exploration of new timepieces for 2021 in a very detailed 
and cohesive manner. By using the best of technology available, clients,
media and retailers will have the watchmaking world literally on their 
fingertips. 

The experience has been designed to be interactive and hence one can
expect a lot of networking as well. Additional services and features will be
introduced, including live chats and streaming, so that the event can be
enjoyed all over the world. up to 50 Fine Watchmaking Maisons will exhibit
their latest collections. These are major players in the horological world, as
befits an exhibition of this stature. We can’t wait to witness the unfurling of
this new concept that promises to bring the watch world together! 
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CASIO
20 years of EDIFICE CASIO collaborates with Honda Racing Car

It is time to celebrate 20 years of brand EDIFICE, and in keeping with
the DNA of this line, Casio has collaborated with Honda Racing Car for
a model that marries motorsports with watchmaking. The EDIFICE 
Collaboration Model is a high-performance metal chronograph. The
Honda Racing Limited edition watch comes with a carbon face, gold
Edifice branding, and a blood-red band. Now this is a modern piece
that is in sync with the times. Hence, you find Bluetooth and 
smartphone app connections to allow auto-adjustment of world time
zones to a fancy lap timer that exports the day’s records to a paired
phone hassle free, and many more features that merge speed, 
technology and contemporary living! Pre-booking on the limited-edition
watch starts from 25th November on Casioindiashop.com.

And while the alluring collaborating model is definitely a showstopper,
the much-loved sports line is incomplete without its other offerings.
Hence, EDIFICE has three new models that are sleek, sporty, functional
and very elegant, with leading edge technology infused within them. As
a sports watch EDIFICE has time and again shown utmost precision
and reliability. So, which one is your pick? 
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FOSSIL GROUP
The Festive Spread 

FOSSIL is not only a fashion-forward brand, but almost always has something for 
everyone. The mind-boggling variety of timepieces that have their own unique USPs 
is quite fascinating to see. Hours and Minutes presents a curated festive pick that 
has your watch wardrobe all covered! 

Presenting to you the best of both worlds – a
classy analogue look and smartwatch 
functionality.  The watch has a longer battery
life and shows the most important notifications
at a glance with the addition of integrated
heart rate tracking. It features call and text 
previews, heart rate and workout tracking,
real-time weather and more. 

A watch today is also a digital companion. The all-new
Gen 5 software update offers health-tracking features 
inclusive of a new tracker that can estimate the user’s 

cardio fitness level (VO2 max) during intensive training and
an accurate sleep tracker. In addition, the improved activity

tracker can effectively track the user’s workouts with the
support of the new Wellness App. It also offers a 

hand-wash timer that allows users to scrub up, safely 
and enables users to avoid touching high-contact 

surfaces with voice commands! 

FOSSIL
Hybrid HR Charter Smartwatch

FOSSIL
Gen 5Gen 5 Smartwatch Garrett

A glitzy jewel to brighten up the festive 
season, this 38 mm watch features a full 
glitz-detailed bezel, a white sunray dial and
glitz chips around the markers making up for
a statement watch face. The stainless-steel
bracelet with glitz pavé signature M-link
bracelet gives the perfect finishing touch! A
timeless wrist jewel that infuses richness to
your outfit!

MICHAEL KORS
Whitney

Here is a super-bold watch that uses colour to maximum
effect. The matte nylon case is lightweight and exudes a
sporty style. The mesh silicon strap is a novelty as well.
With the electric pops of neon on the dial, you’ve got a
young vibe to the piece. This is a useful and functional

piece for everyday wear. 

ARMANI EXCHANGE
Outerbanks 
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Bigger is better and the 50 mm case of this oversized 
casual timepiece sure makes a statement. You just can’t
miss the well-designed layered bezel showcasing multiple
finishes and stacked details. The oversized silicon strap,
the subtle textures and chronograph functionality add to

the dynamic nature of this watch. 

FOSSIL
Bronson 

This watch has evergreen style and is iconic in
the DNA. On closer look you will see that the
dial is indeed designed quite intricately and the
watch is very high on functionality. Of course,
the bold colour of the dial is immediately 
striking. It sits comfortably on the wrist and
can transition seamlessly into a constant 
wrist companion! 

DIESEL
Boltdown

The vivid hues of the sky often find themselves on the
wrist. But with Skagen, the experience is different. It is not
only the colour pop that really entices us completely, but
the blends and the renditions that have us bowled over.
Vivid orange and pink weave their magic here. With a 

36 mm dial and a limited-edition style, there is no 
better season than now to celebrate colour! 

SKAGEN
Aaren Kulor Ombre

The Anita Mother of Pearl Dial Women's
Watch speaks to the modern woman who 
values class and elegance. With a silver mesh
strap and dreamy dial that echoes shades 
of blue, the watch almost looks like a timeless
jewel. It is a nod to the hues of the Iridescent
seas and vibrant skies. A simple but 
enduring piece! 

SKAGEN 
Anita 
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FAVRE-LEUBA
Sky Chief Chronograph

A timepiece that is a symbol of the spirit of the brand, and its current 
message….the Sky Chief Chronograph embodies the essence of the new
Trust Yourself campaign. Indeed, one must trust one’s choices- bold and
unconventional as they may be! This collection is bold, urban, and yet true
to its roots. We have four different dial colours and on the other hand,
there are interchangeable suede straps. With this collection, the traditional
company is indeed breaking new ground.

The Sky Chief Chronograph has been redesigned for this collection. The
watch, in a 43 mm case combines classic Chronograph design with a
new colour palette: a rich autumn green with black counters, a burgundy
red with brown counters, a velvet black with beige indexes, and a panda 
with a porcelain white dial, black counters and red cherry indexes. All dials 

can be combined with suede straps in oak brown, dark root brown, sand
beige and khaki green. With the bridge, the tetradecagon in the bezel 
and the striking hour-markers, Favre-Leuba manages to highlight the
brand’s typical design elements in this collection as well. The sporty 
high-performance watch now also offers a more fashionable streak 
in the watch. 

The colours of course evoke a sense of warmth and glow….they carry the
traditional elements of the brand and still exude a contemporary charm.
They are versatile. You could wear this piece for a formal dinner, or at
work. You could carry it off on a casual outfit. and of course, it is a tough
and technically sound piece as well. So, come along…there is no better
time to reinvent your style!
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Seiko’s founder, Kintaro Hattori was born in the year 1860. The 160th 
anniversary of his birth now draws to a close. It is thus the perfect 
occasion for Grand Seiko to celebrate his life and achievements. 2021 will
be the occasion of the 140th Anniversary of the founding company.
Hence, this calls for two timepieces for two exceptional milestones. 

A Spring Drive masterpiece from the Micro Artist Studio celebrates the
160th Anniversary milestone. The softly rounded case is made of Platinum
950 and is Zaratsu polished. The dial has a very intricate pattern leading
to a delicate dial with varying depths. The indexes and the hour and
minute hands are in 14K white gold and are specially cut to create a
sharpness that amplifies the enduring beauty of the gold. The watch has a
slim profile and power reserve of 82 hours. Caliber 9R02 beats within and
incorporates an 18k yellow gold plaque which carries the engraved words
“Micro Artist” (replaceable). 

The other commemorative timepiece is a re-creation of the first 
Grand Seiko in 18k rose gold. Slimness, efficiency and precision for
breath-taking elegance. Look out for the subtle design nuances here!
There is no better way to celebrate the house of precision! 

GRAND SEIKO
A 160th Anniversary Celebration 
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GRAND PRIX D’HORLOGERIE 
DE GENE� VE 2020

A Digital Edit 
The horological industry fuses age-old skills that have been handed down generations with cutting edge technology that is every bit
futuristic. Now, all these efforts must be applauded! In the watch world, the GPHG has been consistently encouraging innovation by
rewarding the best watches. The GPHG is perpetually shifting, evolving and adapting. This year, in keeping with challenges of the
pandemic, the awards were celebrated in a digital ceremony, with a poetic digital show hosted masterfully by actor Edouard Baer.
Here’s a glimpse into the winning watches….

“AIGUILLE D’OR” GRAND PRIX
Piaget

Altiplano Ultimate Concept

LADIES’ WATCH PRIZE
Bovet 1822
Miss Audrey

LADIES’ COMPLICATION WATCH PRIZE
Charles Girardier

Tourbillon Signature Mystérieuse 
“fleur de sel”

MEN’S WATCH PRIZE
Voutilainen
28SC

MEN'S COMPLICATION WATCH PRIZE
Greubel Forsey
Hand Made 1

ICONIC WATCH PRIZE
Bulgari

Aluminium Chronograph

CALENDAR AND ASTRONOMY 
WATCH PRIZE

Vacheron Constantin
Overseas Perpetual Calendar Ultra-Thin

Skeleton

MECHANICAL EXCEPTION 
WATCH PRIZE
Bovet 1822

Récital 26 Brainstorm Chapter 2

CHRONOMETRY WATCH PRIZE
Chronométrie Ferdinand Berthoud

FB 2RE.2
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CHRONOGRAPH WATCH PRIZE
H. Moser & Cie

Streamliner Flyback Chronograph 
Automatic

DIVER'S WATCH PRIZE
Breitling

Superocean Automatic 48 
Boutique Edition

JEWELLERY WATCH PRIZE
Van Cleef & Arpels
Frivole Secrète watch

ARTISTIC CRAFTS WATCH PRIZE
Van Cleef & Arpels

Lady Arpels Soleil Féerique

“PETITE AIGUILLE” PRIZE
Breitling

Superocean Heritage '57 
Limited Edition II

CHALLENGE WATCH PRIZE
Tudor

Black Bay Fifty-Eight

INNOVATION PRIZE
Parmigiani Fleurier

Hijri Perpetual Calendar

AUDACITY PRIZE 2020
H. Moser & Cie

Endeavour Cylindrical Tourbillon 
H. Moser X MB&F

HOROLOGICAL REVELATION PRIZE
Petermann Bédat
Dead beat second

SPECIAL JURY PRIZE
Antoine Simonin

A passion for craftsmanship and 
horological creativity unites the 
watchmaking world. The GPHG 2020
awards will go down in history as an 
example of continuation of age-old 
traditions in face of a grave situation! 
May the watch world continue to shine!
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